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Meet Phil:
 Session guitarist Brisbane/Sydney
 Began on 2” tape reels
 Built home studio when he could – ¼”
 Became engineer & producer 
 Worked through tapes and hybrids eras
 Made albums/jingles/movies
 Stopped in 1997 to become an academic
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Meet Hughie:
 Learned various instruments
 Drums – school and theatre
 Uni – jobs – uni – always bands
 Yamaha 4-track @ home
 Celtic folk band CDs – online!
 PC-based digital studio at home
 Research – personal 
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What we did
Phil:
 Spent Aus$5500 in installments
 Cubase + Tascam US-122 initially
 All SM58s at first 
 Made 2 albums (24 tracks)
 At home but in a nicely treated room
 Reunited his band to play
 Reasonable monitors
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What we did
Hughie:
 Spent Aus$8500
 Pro Tools + Digi002
 Reasonable mics
 Made 11 tracks over 2 years
 All alone (except some parts)
 In a ply box in his garage
 Headphones/ hifi monitors
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What we noticed
Part 1: Technology in the studio
 Cheaper technology but more learning
 Upgrade fatigue
 Dual mindset = bubble
 Distractions?
 Self-critique?
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What we noticed
Part 2: New Frontiers of Collaboration
 Studio is more than recording 
 Isolate process = single decision-maker
 Digital interface concentrates control 
 Asynchronicity = flexible process
 Sum of these = shift in focus!
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What we noticed
Part 3: Limitations of excessive choice
 The ‘on-going demo’
 Track-by-track decisions
 Additional decisions – plug-ins?
 Continual adjustment/re-record
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Conclusions
 Access alone is not enough
 ‘The album’ is NOT dead
 Home studios are not a substitute
 Separate headspaces?
 Significant genre bias?
 Will the promise of home-studio 
technologies ever deliver?
 Does quality matter?
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The End.
Questions?
